Wireless IR Remote Guide

Set Clock
Used for setting the current time of day

Hour+/Minute-
Used for changing hours and minutes

Memory Keys
Stores customized color settings

On/Off Time
Sets daylight time on and off

Enter
Completes settings

Daylight
Used for setting the daylight color spectrum

Main On/Off
Turns light on/off

Resume
Exits a dynamic mode and resumes timer light schedule

Moonlight
Used for setting the moonlight color spectrum

Preset Colors
Pre-programmed color settings. See page 6 for more details.

Manual Color Adjustment
Increase or decrease the intensity of each color spectrum. Ideal for programming moonlight and custom colors.

Dynamic Modes
On-demand moonlight, thunderstorm with lightning, cloud cover and slow color fade.

Dynamic On-Demand Modes

White Lunar Light
Press to mimic steady white moonlight

Cloud Cover
Press to mimic fading cloud cover (white LEDs gently fade intensity)

Evening Lightning Storm
Press to mimic a night time lightning storm

Lightning Storm with Fading Color Cloud
Press to combine fading color clouds with a night time lightning storm

Evening Clouds
Press to mimic fading color clouds in the evening